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Introduction. In this paper we study pairs (X, Y) of topological spaces which

have the property that one or both of the projections from Xx Y is closed (maps

closed sets to closed sets) or z-closed (maps zero sets to closed sets). These condi-

tions on projections arise naturally from considerations involving the exponential

map on function spaces ; in § 1 we make explicit their relationship to the exponential

map by proving several "exponential laws." As applications of one of these, we

give conditions necessary and sufficient that a product, or semiuniform product, of

two fine spaces be fine.

The second and third sections are devoted to a study of conditions under which

projections will be closed or z-closed. The results of the third section, together with

the characterization of fine products in the first section, give a new, and entirely

topological, proof of Isbell's characterization of (finite) fine products, Theorems 32,

33, and 35 in Chapter VII of [6]. They also give a new characterization of the

C*-pairs defined in [2].

I would like to thank A. W. Hager and W. W. Comfort for several helpful dis-

cussions concerning the results in this paper.

1. The exponential map. Let F(X, Z) denote the set of functions from X to Z,

C(X, Z) the continuous functions. Adopting the usual convention, we let C(X)

denote C(X, R), R the real line. The map p:F(Xx Y, Z) -> F(X, F(Y, Z)) defined

by the relation (pf)(x)(y) =f(x, y) is called the exponential map. Where 0~ is a

topology for C( Y, Z), (X, Y, Z, 9~) is said to satisfy the exponential law if p maps

C(Xx Y,Z) onto C(X, C(Y,Z)).

We will define a class of topologies for C(X, Z) by means of certain conditions

on the graphs of the functions in C(X, Z). Since it is common practice, when they

are defined at all, to define a function as being its graph, we will not distinguish

between these two notions. For a subset S of X xZ let N(S) = {fe C(X, Z) :fn S

= 0}. Let ya be a function (from C(X, Z) to 2(2X"Z)) which associates with each/in

C(X, Z) a collection ya(f) of subsets XxZ so that for each S in yaij), fin S= 0.

The topology on CiX, Z) which has {A/(5) : S e ya(fi)} as a subbase for the neigh-

borhood system at/ for each/ will be denoted as 3~a. In general the sets N(S) will

not be open. However, if SsXxZ is in ya(f) whenever/n 5= 0, N(S) is open.

Thus if y* is any collection of subsets of XxZ and we define ya by the rule yJJ)

={Sey* :/n 5= 0}, the topology 0~a will have subbase {N{S) : Sey*}. When
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possible, we will define a topology 3Ta by listing y*, rather than ya. We will speak of

3~a as being generated by ya, or, when applicable, by y*.

The class of topologies generated by sets y* include all of the set-open topologies

and is studied in [10]. A class of function space topologies which includes these and

many of the hyperspace topologies is studied in [9]. The class of topologies gen-

erated by functions ya includes, besides those generated by sets y*, the topologies

of uniform convergence on members of a cover.

It is not our intention to study this class of topologies—our primary purpose in

introducing it is to allow the following theorem to be stated in generality sufficient

to indicate the importance of closure conditions on projections to a study of the

exponential laws. Hopefully the applications in this section will indicate the im-

portance of the exponential laws themselves. Before stating our first theorem we

need one additional bit of notation: For a function fi: Xx Y-^Z let gf: Xx Y

-> YxZ be the function gf(x, y) = (y,f(x, y)). Note that, since its compositions

with the projections on fxZ are/and the identity map, g, is continuous if and

only if/is continuous.

1.1. Theorem. Let C(Y,Z) have the topology generated by ya. Then

p(C(Xx Y, Z)) is contained in CiX, C(Y,Z))if and only if for each fin C(Xx Y,Z),

each x0 in X, and each S in ya(pf(xo)), x0 is not in the closure ofiTX(gf'1(S)).

Proof. Note that (pf)~1(N(S)) = {x e X : g¡(x, y) i S for each y e Y} =

{x e X : {x} x Y n gj \S) = 0} = X\Trx(gj \S)).

Corollary. Let C( Y, Z) have the topology generated by y*. Then p(C(X x Y, Z))

is contained in C(X, C( Y, Z)) if and only ifTrx(gJ 1(S)) is closed for each S ey* and

each fin C(Xx Y,Z).

In a later paper we will consider the remaining exponential laws for topologies

generated by functions ya, and, indeed, for a more general class. In this paper,

where we are primarily interested in closure conditions on projections, we will only

prove exponential laws for topologies for which the remaining half of the ex-

ponential law is essentially trivial. For fixed spaces Y,Z, let yf ={AxB*z^ YxZ :

A is the closure of an open set and B is closed}, let y^ = {Fs YxZ : Fis a zero set},

let y* = {Fç^ YxZ : Fis closed}, and letting R denote the real line, define yu by the

rule: yu(fi)={h~1(R\(-e, «)) : e>0, h = d°fxi, dis a continuous pseudometric on

Z, and z: Z-»Z is the identity map on Z}. Of the corresponding topologies, ^¡ is

a set-open topology, 3~q is the graph topology of [8], [9] and [10], and !TU is (when Z

is completely regular) the topology of uniform convergence. When Z = R, and Y is

completely regular Hausdorff, i?~m is the Moore topology (see for instance [3])

which is usually defined as the topology having a base at/consisting of sets of the

form {geC(X) : |g-/|<w} where u is a unit (that is, zz_1(O)=0) in C(X).

Rewriting this set as {g:gn>S=0, S=h_1([0, +oo)), h = d°(fxi)-u° tty}

where d is the usual metric on R, i is the identity on R and 77y is the projection on
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Fx R, it is apparent that the Moore topology is less than or equal to 0~m. Equality

is established by showing that for any zero set F^YxR with (Fx{0}) n F= 0,

there exists a unit u in CiY) for which {\y, r) : 0r¿r^uiy)} n F= 0. This follows

from the fact, established in [5], that when nY is z-closed and the domain of tty is

completely regular Hausdorff, wy maps zero sets to zero sets, and the well known

fact that tty: YxZ^ Y is closed for Z compact: Choosing functions wn in

C{Y, [0, l/«2n]) such that z/n;1(0) = 7ry(Fx [0,1/«] n F), w = 2n «n is the desired unit.

From the remark above and the manner in which they have been defined, it is

clear that 0~sü¡.0~g and 0~uií0~m-¿0~g; most of these relationships were established

in [10] where examples are given which show that each of the topologies are, in

general, distinct. Indeed, it is clear that 0~u and 0~m coincide on the constant

functions in C( F, Z), and in fact have the same neighborhood systems in C( Y, Z)

for such functions, if and only if ttz: YxZ^-Z is z-closed, while 0~u and 0~g

coincide in this manner if and only if ttz is closed. When C( F, Z) is homogeneous in

both topologies this implies that they coincide on C( F, Z).

1.2. Theorem. Let Z be a topological group. Then on Ci Y, Z), 0~u = 0~m if and only

ifrrz: YxZ^-Z is z-closed, and 0~u = 0~gifi and only if ttz is closed.

Proof. By the remark above it suffices to prove that translations are continuous

in the topologies 0~u, 0~m and 0~g where the group operation of Z is extended point-

wise to C( F, Z). For 0~u this is well known (in fact, 0~u makes C( F, Z) a topological

group) and for 0~m and 0~g it follows from the fact that, for/e C{Y,Z), the map

iy, z) ->-{y, z[fig)]-*) is a homeomorphism from YxZ to YxZ which carries

Ymifi) to ym(l) and yg(f) to yg(l) where 1 denotes the constant function mapping

F to the identity of Z.

We might also mention that for arbitrary Z and F compact Hausdorff, 0~u=0~g

on C( Y, Z)—this is shown in [9]. The following corollary, a consequence of the

theorem above and Theorems 3.1 and 2.2 of this paper, generalizes the well-known

fact that 0~u = 0~m on CiY) if and only if Y is pseudocompact, as well as the fact,

established in [10], that Fis countably compact if 0"U = 0~Q on CiY).

Corollary. Let Z be a nondiscrete locally compact topological group. Then on

C( F, Z), 0~u = 0~m if and only if Y is pseudocompact, and ifZ is also first countable,

*^ú = ^9 if and only if Y is countably compact.

The topology 0~s is not, in general, related to 0~u. In fact, if 0~s á 0~u or 0~s ̂  0~u on

CiY), then F is pseudocompact. If fie CiY) is positive and unbounded, then for

h = d° ifx i), dthe usual metric on R, Nih~1iR\{-l, 1)) is a ^-neighborhood of/

which contains no ^¡-neighborhood of/while A/( Fx (-co, 0]) is a ^¡-neighborhood

of 1//which contains no ^¡-neighborhood of 1// It follows of course that on

C{Y), 0-s^0-n only if 0-m = 0-u.

Returning to the exponential laws, the next theorem establishes the remaining

inclusion for the topologies 0~s, 0~u, 0~m, and 0~g.
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1.3. Theorem. Let X be arbitrary and let J~ be a topology on C( Y, Z). If Y or Z

is regular andif^Hs, or ifZ is completely regular andS"^^"u, then p(C(Xx Y, Z))

2C(X,CiY,Z)).

Proof. It suffices to consider the cases ^~=^¡ with Y or Z regular or &~ = &~u

with Z completely regular. For the first of these, let fie CCX, C(Y,Zf), let g =

p~1if), let £/£Z be open and let (x, y) be any point in g_1(t7). By the continuity

of fix) and the regularity of either TorZ, there exists a neighborhood A of y, A the

closure of an open set, such that {x} x Açzg'1^). But then/_1(A04 x (Z\U))) x A

is a neighborhood of (x, y) which is contained in g~x(U), so g is continuous.

For the remaining case, let/ g, U, and (x, y) be as before, set z=g(x, y) and note

that by the complete regularity of Z there exists a continuous pseudometric donZ

and a real e > 0 such that the ú?,£-sphere about z is contained in U. Let

V = {y'eY: d(f(x)(y),f(x)(y')) < e/2},

W=f-\N(h-\R\(-e/2,e/2))))

for h = do (fxi). By the continuity of/and/(x), IFx V is a neighborhood of (x, v).

Hence, since Wx Vçzg'^U), g is continuous.

Let II denote the Sierpiñski space, that is, the space with two points and three

open sets. Under the usual identification of the closed sets in Y with the functions

in C( Y, II), C( Y, II) is the hyperspace (plus the empty subset) of Y.

1.4. Theorem. Let Y be regular and X arbitrary. The following conditions on

Xx Y are equivalent:

(i) For each space Z and each topology &~ on C( Y, Z) satisfying 2fs S $~ S &~g,

(X, Y, Z, &~) satisfies the exponential law;

(ii) For some topology ¿r on C(Y, II) satisfying ^SSÜ, iX, Y, II, 9~) satisfies

the exponential law;

(iii) 77X: XxY -^ X is closed.

Proof, (i) => (ii) is trivial and (iii) => (i) follows from Corollary 1.1 and Theorem

1.3. (ii) => (iii): We may suppose ¿7~ = &~s, so by Corollary 1.1 it suffices, given a

closed subset F of Xx Y, to exhibit fie C(Xx Y, II) and S in y* such that gj\S)=F.

Let 0 be the closed point in II, let S=Tx{0}, and let / be the function

with/-1(0) = F.

1.5. Theorem. Let X and Y be arbitrary. The following conditions on Xx Y are

equivalent :

(i) For each completely regular space Z and each topology 3~ on C( Y, Z)

satisfying SfuS&~S&~m, (X, Y, Z, ÍT) satisfies the exponential law.

(ii) For some topology 9~ on C(Y) satisfying ¿7~US^~, (X, Y, Z, 3~) satisfies the

exponential law.

(iii) ttx: Xx Y-+ X is z-closed.
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Proof, (i) => (ii) is trivial and (iii) => (i) follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.3.

(ii) => (iii): Let F be a zero set in Xx Y, say F=f~'(O) and let x0 be any point in

X\ttxF. Define/*: Xx Y-* R by the rule/*(x, y) =fix,y)/fiix0, y) and note that

/* is continuous sincefix0, v) is never zero. Since pf*ix0)= Yx {1}, S= Yx iR\{l/2,

3/2)) is in yu(pf*(xo)) and hence, by Theorem 1.1, x0 is not in the closure of

Trx(gf.1(S)). But since F=gj.1(Yx{0}), it follows that x0 is not in the closure of

ttxF. Therefore ttx is z-closed.

We now give two applications of the theorem above. Recall that a uniform space

is fine if its uniformity is the finest (largest) uniformity compatible with its topology,

and that fine spaces are characterized by the property: Each continuous function

with uniform range is uniformly continuous. The semiuniform product, X * Y,

of two uniform spaces is the topological space Xx F with the smallest uniformity

making each function in p~1(U(X, U(Y, Z))) uniformly continuous, for each

uniform space Z. (U(Y,Z) is the set of uniformly continuous functions from F

to Z with the uniformity of uniform convergence.)

We will use the facts that U(Xx Y, Z) is always contained in p~\U(X, U(Y,Z)))

and that under the obvious identifications, U( X x Y,Z)=U(X* Y,Z)r\ U(Y*X,Z).

(For Hausdorff uniform spaces these are immediate consequences of Theorems 21

and 22, Chapter III of [6]; the proofs hold, without change, for the non-Hausdorff

case.)

1.6. Theorem. Let X and Y be fine. Then X* Yisfineifiandonlyifi-nx:Xx Y-^-X

is z-closed.

Proof. Identifying functions under the map p, we have

U(X* Y,Z) = U{X, UiY,Z)) = dX, CiY,Z)) S C(Ix Y,Z),

for any uniform space Z. The space X * Y is fine if and only if the final containment

is always equality, and by Theorem 1.5 this is true if and only if ttx is z-closed.

1.7. Theorem. Let X and Y be fine. Then Xx Y is fine if and only ifirx andirY are

both z-closed.

Proof. With the obvious identifications,

UiX* Y,Z) = UiX, U(Y,Z)) = CiX, CiY,Z)) S C(Xx Y,Z)

and

UiY*X,Z) = UiY,UiX,Z)) = CiY,CiX,Z)) S C(YxX,Z) = C{Xx Y,Z).

The space Xx Y is fine if and only if both containments are equalities, i.e., if and

only if ttx and tty are both z-closed.

Our next theorem gives two more equivalences to the condition ttx is z-closed.

The relation (i) o (iii), for X completely regular Hausdorff, is proved, by different

means in [5], and a special case of this result appears as Theorem 3.1 of [2], Recall

that C*iX) denotes the bounded functions in C{X) and that a subset X' of Xis said
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to be C*-embedded in X if each function in C*(X') admits a continuous extension

to X. Let C*(X, C*(Y)) denote the set of functions,/, in C(X, C(Y)) such that

LUx f(x)( Y) is bounded.

1.8. Theorem. For X arbitrary and Y completely regular Hausdorff, and where

C*(Y) has the topology ^~u, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) 77X: Xx T-> X is z-closed;

(ii) p(C*(XxY)) = C*(X,C*(Y));

(iii) XxYis C*-embeddedin XxßY.

Proof, (i) » (ii). By 1.5, p(C(Xx Y)) = C(X, C(Y)); clearly p carries C*(Xx Y)

onto C*(X, C*(Y)).

(ii) =t» (i) follows from the proof of (ii) => (iii) in Theorem 1.5 since each zero set

in Xx Y is the zero set of a bounded function.

(ii) => (iii). Since C*(Y) is homeomorphic to C(ßY),

C*(X, C*(Y)) = C*(X, C(ßY))

under the obvious identification. But, since ßY is compact, 77: XxßY^ X is

closed (this well-known fact follows from Theorem 2.2 in the next section) so by

Theorem 1.5 C*(X, C(ßY)) and hence C*(Xx Y) is contained in C(XxßY).

(iii) => (ii). Let/e C*(Xx Y), let/' be the extension of/in C(XxßY) and note

that p-^d') is in C*(X, C(ßY)) so p(f) is in C*(X, C*(Y)). Thus p(C*(Xx Y))
£C*(Ar, C*(Y)) and the reverse inclusion follows from Theorem 1.3.

From Theorems 1.6 and 1.8 it follows that X * Y is fine if and only if Xx Y is

C*-embedded in Xx ß Y; this is Theorem 39, Chapter VII of [6].

2. Closed projections. In this section we consider conditions necessary or

sufficient that a projection be closed. Our first theorem disposes of the trivial case

where one of the factors is discrete. For n an infinite cardinal, a space is n-discrete

if each n-fold intersection of open sets is open. A space which is m-discrete for each

m < n will be called < n-discrete.

2.1. Theorem. If X is discrete, then ttx is closed. If Y is discrete, then ttx is closed

(or if X is completely regular, nx is z-closed) if and only if X is n-discrete

for n=card Y.

Proof. That ttx is closed when X is discrete is clear. If card T=n and X is

n-discrete, then 77X is closed (and hence z-closed) since for H^Xx Y closed,

TrxH=\JyeY TTX((Xx{y}) n 7F) is, like any n-fold union of closed subsets of X,

closed. On the other hand, if ttx is closed, Y discrete, and card T=n, then any

n-fold union of closed subsets of X, being 77X7F for a closed subset 7F of Xx Y, is

closed, so X is n-discrete. Similarly, if ttx is z-closed, Y discrete and card Y = n,

any n-fold union of zero sets of X must be closed ; when X is completely regular

this shows that X is n-discrete.
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We call a space m-rt-compact, m and n infinite cardinals, if each open cover of

cardinality m admits a subcover of cardinality less than n; spaces which are

tn-n-compact for each m ^ n are called n-compact. Thus X0-X0-compact = countably

compact, X0-compact=compact, and ^-compact = Lindelöf. For a cardinal n

let IF(n) denote the least ordinal of cardinality n. We say that a point x in X is of

type m-n, for infinite cardinals m and n, if m is the smallest cardinal of a neighbor-

hood base at x and there exists a family {Sa : ae Win)} of closed subsets of X

such that x is in the closure of (JaeWW Sa but is not in the closure of IJ««r0 Sa for

any a0 in IF(n).

2.2. Theorem. If Y is m-n-compact whenever X contains a point of type m-n, then

ttx: Xx F-> X is closed. If-rrx is closed and, for some m, X contains a point of type

m-n, then Y is n-n-compact.

Proof. Suppose F is m-n-compact whenever X contains a point of type m-n, let

77ç Xx Y be closed and suppose x is in the closure of ttxH but is not in rrxH. Let

{Ua ; ae W{m)} be a neighborhood base for x of minimum cardinality and set

Sa = cl {X\ Ua) n ttxH. Since x is in the closure of the union of the S„, there exists a

smallest cardinal, n, such that x is in the closure of some n-fold union of the Sa.

Since x is in the closure ofnxH but is not in ttxH, x is not isolated and hence m is

infinite. Also, n is infinite: If it were finite rrxH would contain some point, x',

which would be in each neighborhood of x; but then, for y such that {x', y) was in

77, (x, y) would be in the closure of {x', y), so (x, y) would be in 77 and hence x

would be in rrxH. Thus x is of type m-n, and therefore F is m-n-compact.

For each a e W{m) let Va be the interior of {y e Y : {Uax{y}) n 77= 0} and

note that {Va : a e IF(m)} is an open cover of Y, so there exists a subcover

{Va : ae W'} where W has cardinality less than n. But x is not in the closure of

Uasw Sa, so U= A"\cl (Uaew S a) Is a neighborhood of x which, since t/£ Haew Ua,

does not meet ttxH. This contradicts our assumption that x is in the closure of ttxH,

so ttx is closed.

Now suppose that -nx is closed, let x be a point in X of type m-n, and

let {Sa : a e Win)} be closed sets for which x is in the closure of Uaewcn) Sa but is

not in the closure of U«<a0 &« f°r anv ao m Win). Suppose F is not n-n-compact

and let {Fa : a e Win)} be a collection of nonempty closed subsets of F such that

f\ew<ti) Fa = 0, a>ß => Fa^Fg. Let 77 be the closure of \JtteWm SaxFa. For any

y in F there exists an a0 in IF(n) such that y <t Fao, and there exists a neighborhood

[/of x such that i/o (Ja<ao Sa= 0,so (x, y) is not in 77. Thus x is not in 7rx77, but

since x is in cl (-7^77) = cl (Uaewcn) Sa), this contradicts our assumption that -nx is

closed.

For a space X let b{X) be the least cardinal such that each point in X has an open

neighborhood base of cardinality less than or equal to biX). Various special cases

of the following corollaries are contained in [2], [5] and [7]. Note that the require-

ment that n be regular which appears in 2.3 and 2.5 is not very restrictive. If n is not
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regular and X is < n-discrete, then X is n-discrete and hence < n'-discrete for n'

the successor of n. Of course, n' is regular.

2.3. Corollary. For a fixed space X, -nx is closed for each n-compact space Y

if and only if X is < n-discrete; and ifn is regular -nY is closed for each < n-discrete

space Y if and only if X is n-compact.

2.4. Corollary. For a fixed space X,ttx is closedfor each n-H0-compact space Y

if b(X)Sn; and tty is closed for each space Y having b(Y)Sn if and only if X is

n-H0-compact.

2.5. Corollary. For a fixed space X, ttx is closed for each n-n-compact space Y

if X is < n-discrete with b(X)Sn; and for n regular tty is closed for each <n-

discrete space Y with b(Y)Sn if and only if X is n-n-compact.

2.6. Corollary. There is no space X for which nx is closed if and only if Y is

n-compact; if X is < n-discrete and b(X) = n, then nx is closed if and only if Y is

n-n-compact.

The following two examples show that neither of the conditions in 2.2 is both

necessary and sufficient that ttx be closed. The second example, and the proofs of

both examples were supplied by A. Hager in a letter dated November 14, 1967.

(The proofs are adapted from the proof of a much more general result of Hager's

which gives necessary and sufficient conditions on X that 77X: Xx Y^- Xbe closed

for each space Y having a given fixed cardinality.)

2.7. Example. There exist spaces X and Y where each point of X is isolated or

of type c-X0, Fis not c-X0-compact (or even Xi-Xo-compact) and ttx; Xx Y-> X

is closed.

Proof. For N* = N*J {oo} the one-point compactification of the integers let X

be the quotient of A* x A formed by identifying the points (oo, zz) and note that the

nonisolated point of X is of type c-X0. Let Y= rV(Hx) with the order topology.

Since Y is not compact, it is not X^Xß-compact and thus is not c-X0-compact.

To see that rrx: Xx Y-+ X is closed, let F^Xx Y be closed, index TrxF={xn},

choose yn in Y such that (xn, yn) is in F, set A=cl {yn}, F' = (XxK) n F and note

that ttxF=ttxF' is closed since K is compact.

2.8. Example. There exist spaces Zand Y where each point in Xis isolated or of

type c-X0 and Y is countably compact but trx: Xx f-> X is not closed.

Proof. For A the positive integers, let p be a F-point of ßN\N and note that

Y=ßN\{p} is countably compact (such a p exists by 9M of [3]). Set X= N u {p}

with the relative topology. Then/z is of type c-X0, but ttx is not closed:

A = {(zz,zz) : neN} S XxY

is closed while rrx(A) = N is not.

3. z-closed projections. We now consider conditions under which projections

will be z-closed. For this reason, we assume throughout this section that X and Y
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are completely regular, though not necessarily Hausdorff. Note that the case where

one of the factors is discrete is already covered by 2.1 ; for the general case we need

the following concept : A space X is pseudo-n-compact if each discrete family of

open subsets of X has cardinality less than n. (Recall that a family of subsets of X

is discrete if each point of X has a neighborhood which meets at most one of the

members of the family.) By Theorem 30, Chapter VII of [6], and the fact that in a

fine space each discrete family of open sets is uniformly discrete, the definition of

pseudo-n-compactness given above is equivalent to the definition given in [6],

and pseudo-X0-compact = pseudocompact.

3.1. Theorem. Suppose neither X nor Y is discrete. IfTrx: Xx Y^- X is z-closed,

then for each cardinal n either X is n-discrete or Y is pseudo-n-compact.

Proof. Suppose not. Let S=(Ja<=wm Sa where each Sa^X is closed, ß<a

=> SafiSß and x0 eel S\S, and let {Ua : a e W(a)} be a discrete family of open

nonempty subsets of F. Choosing points_ya e Ua, let/«: F->- [0, 1] be a continuous

function mapping ya to 1 and Y\Ua to 0, and let/f : X-+ [0, 1] be a continuous

function taking x0 to 0 and Sa to {1}. Define/: Xx F-> 7? by the relation:

f(x, y) = fil(x)fa(y)   if yeUa (for some a)

= 0 otherwise

and note that/is continuous. Now xJa(Sax{ya})g1f'i(l), and so Ss^/-1^),

but x0 $ 7rx/_1(l) which contradicts the assumption that ttx is z-closed.

3.2. Corollary. 7/7rx and tty are closed, and neither X nor Y is discrete, then

there exists a cardinal n such that X and Y are pseudo-n-compact and < n-discrete.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, for nx the smallest cardinal such that X is not nx-

discrete and n2 the smallest cardinal such that F is not n2-discrete, F is pseudo-n^

compact and X is pseudo-n2-compact. Since an n-discrete pseudo-n-compact space

is discrete, and since neither X nor Y is discrete, we must have nx 5j n2 and n2 ̂  n1(

so n = nx = n2 is the desired cardinal.

3.3. Lemma. Let X be <n-discrete, card Ian, and suppose Xx Y is not pseudo-

n-compact. Then there exists a discrete family {Uax Va : ae W(n)} of nonempty

open subsets of Xx Y with the Ua disjoint.

Proof. We first note that X contains n disjoint open subsets. If X is discrete this

is obvious, and for x0 e X not isolated there exists a decreasing family {IFa : a

e IF(n)} of neighborhoods of X0 having IF«\cl Wa+X^ 0 for each a. If Y is not

pseudo-n-compact we may complete the proof by taking {Va} discrete and {Ua}

disjoint, so we assume that F is pseudo-n-compact. Let {U'a x V'a : a e W(n)} be a

discrete family of nonempty open subsets of Xx Y and set X'= (Ja U'a. Since X' is

open in X, we may assume that fewer than n of the points of X' are isolated (in A") ;

thus, since X' x F would be pseudo-n-compact if card X' were less than n, X'
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contains a point x0 which is not isolated. Take {Wa : a e Win)} as above and choose

y(d) such that

Ua= u;wn(Wa\clWa+x)¿ 0.

The family {Uax V'y(a) : a e W(n)} has the desired properties.

The case n = X0 of the lemma above is of course well known. The case n = X0 of

the following theorem is almost equivalent to a result due to Tamaño in [6]. As part

of his Theorem 1 he shows (by a proof different from ours) that for X and Y

infinite, ß(Xx Y)=ßXxßY (i.e., Xx Y is pseudocompact) if and only if X and Y

are pseudocompact and t7X is z-closed.

3.4. Theorem. For X and Y < n-discrete but not discrete, the following conditions

on Xx Y are equivalent:

(i) X is pseudo-n-compact and ttx is z-closed;

(ii) Xx Y is pseudo-n-compact;

(iii) Y is pseudo-n-compact and tty is z-closed;

(iv) 77X and tty are z-closed and X {or Y) is not n-discrete.

Proof. By Corollary 3.2 it suffices to establish (i) o (ii).

(i) => (ii). Suppose Xx Y is not pseudo-n-compact, let {Ua x Va : a e W(n)} be a

discrete family as in 3.3, choose zero sets Wtt^UaxVa, Wa having nonempty

interior. Then [Ja Wa is a zero set so Trx((Ja Wa) is closed. But this implies that

{int (77X Wa) : a e W(n)} is a discrete family, contrary to the assumption that X is

pseudo-n-compact.

(ii) => (i). First suppose n = X0. By Glicksberg's Theorem (Theorem 1 of [4])

C(Xx Y) = C{ßXxßY). Since C(T) and C(ßY) are homeomorphic (because Fis

pseudocompact), since C(ß Y) is complete and since ßX is the topological com-

pletion of X (because X is pseudocompact), we have C(X, C( Y)) = C(X, C(ß Y))

= C(ßX, C(ßY)) under the obvious identifications. But by Theorems 2.2 and 1.2,

C(ßX,C(ßY)) = C(ßXxßY), so C(XxY) = C(X,C(Y)). Thus by Theorem 1.3,

ttx is z-closed.

Now suppose n> X0, so X has a base of clopen sets, and zero sets in Xx Y are

open. Let H be any zero set in Ix f, and write the open set ttxH as a disjoint

union {Ha : a e A} of nonempty clopen subsets. Since H is clopen, {(Ha x Y)

n H : a e A} is a discrete family of nonempty open subsets of Ix F, and hence

card (A) < n. Therefore H, being a union of fewer than n closed sets, is closed.

In [2] Comfort and Negrepontis define and study the following notion : A pair

of completely regular Hausdorff spaces is a C*-pair if Xx Y is C*-embedded in both

Xx /FT and ßXx Y. Combining Theorems 3.4, 2.1, 1.6 and 1.5, we have:

3.5. Theorem. For completely regular Hausdorff spaces X and Y, the following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) ttx and 77y are z-closed;

(ii) {X, Y) is a C*-pair;
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(iii) When X and Y are given their fine uniformities, Xx Y is fine;

(iv) Either one of the spaces X, Y is discrete of cardinality n while the other is

n-discrete; or there exists a cardinal n such that Xx Y is pseudo-n-discrete and < n-

discrete.

The equivalence of (i) with (ii) is due to A. W. Hager, and the equivalence of (iii)

with (iv) is Isbell's characterization of fine products. The equivalence of (ii) with

(iv) is new and can be used to unify and generalize many of the results of [2]. For

instance, it follows from Theorems 3.4 and 2.1 that (X, Y) is a C*-pair for each

n-discrete space Y with card ( F) 3: n if and only if X is discrete of cardinality at

most n. This generalizes Theorem 4.2 of [2] as well as the conjecture in 4.3 of [2]

which was proved by A. W. Hager, these being essentially the case n = X0.
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